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Rebuttal against argument against Measure B

Measure B opponents use scare tactics, such as “puts residents on streets”, “is confusing,” “makes local law inflexible,” – All false claims.

California recently passed the Tenant Protection Act that offers the strongest statewide tenant protections in the nation, including eviction bans and caps on price increases. Additional emergency COVID-19 eviction bans are also in place. All these protections remain with the passage of Measure B. Measure B only applies to any additional local measures our city makes.

There is zero evidence of council’s claims of a “wave of evictions and price hikes” on “thousands of families” should our ballot measure pass. Council’s staff, consultants, and Landlord Tenant Mediation Board records all contradict these claims.

A Yes vote guarantees we vote on local rent control:

The City of Santa Monica placed a similar measure before voters for rent control. Nothing stops Council from crafting a ballot measure that is flexible for change. They could do this in weeks, not years. They would need only a simple majority, not thousands of signatures.

A Yes vote mandates meaningful participation

No independent working group or public workshops have been held on Council’s local rent control plans. Important questions about its feasibility were never answered. Unless our measure passes, their administration will go into effect with no oversight.

To ensure Culver City remains an affordable place to live for families and seniors, we must have final say on policies that could put that in jeopardy.

VOTE YES ON MEASURE B.